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Abstract Since the decomposition rate of soil or-

ganic carbon (SOC) varies as a function of environ-

mental conditions, global climate change is expected

to alter SOC decomposition dynamics, and the

resulting changes in the amount of CO2 emitted from

soils will feedback onto the rate at which climate

change occurs. While this soil feedback is expected to

be significant because the amount of SOC is sub-

stantially more than the amount of carbon in the

atmosphere, the environmental dependencies of

decomposition at global scales that determine the

magnitude of the soil feedback have remained poorly

characterized. In this study, we address this issue by

fitting a mechanistic decomposition model to a global

dataset of SOC, optimizing the model’s temperature

and moisture dependencies to best match the ob-

served global distribution of SOC. The results of the

analysis indicate that the temperature sensitivity of

decomposition at global scales (Q10=1.37) is signifi-

cantly less than is assumed by many terrestrial eco-

system models that directly apply temperature

sensitivity from small-scale studies, and that the

maximal rate of decomposition occurs at higher

moisture values than is assumed by many models.

These findings imply that the magnitude of the soil

decomposition feedback onto rate of global climate

change will be less sensitive to increases in temper-

ature, and modeling of temperature and moisture

dependencies of SOC decomposition in global-scale

models should consider effects of scale.
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Introduction

Increased radiative forcing arising from rising atmo-

spheric CO2 concentrations is expected to increase

soil temperatures, accelerating rates of soil organic

carbon (SOC) decomposition, which, in turn, will

increase the rate at which CO2 accumulates in the

atmosphere (Schimel et al. 1994; Kirschbaum 1995;

Jobbagy and Jackson 2000). Since the amount of

carbon stored in soil is estimated to be 1500 PgC,

approximately double as much as that in the atmo-

sphere (Schlesinger 1997), the potential magnitude of

this feedback is strong. Due to this positive feedback,

understanding the change in SOC decomposition rate

under climate change is considered one of the critical

aspects of climate modeling (IPCC 2001). However,

temperature and moisture dependencies of SOC

decomposition is highly variable (Holland et al.

2000; Chimner and Welker 2005) and hotly debated

(Giardina and Ryan 2000; Knorr et al. 2005).
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The potential importance of SOC decomposition

feedbacks onto climate has been highlighted in recent

coupled biosphere–atmosphere model simulations.

Climate models that exclude SOC feedbacks predict

that a doubling of CO2 concentrations will result in

temperature increases of 2.8–4.2�C in 2100 (Manabe

and Wetherald 1987; Hansen et al. 1988; Schlesinger

and Zhao 1988), while a study using a coupled bio-

sphere–atmosphere model predicts that a doubling of

CO2 concentrations will result in a 5.5�C increase in

average global temperature primarily due to a loss of

terrestrial carbon storage (Cox et al. 2000; Cox

2001). However, recent analysis with a multiple SOC

pool model suggests that the positive feedback of

SOC is less intense (Jones et al. 2005). Understand-

ing the environmental dependencies of SOC decom-

position is therefore essential for improving

predictions of future climate change. This is partic-

ularly true for northern peatland ecosystems that

contain an estimated 455 PgC SOC (Gorham 1991),

approximately one-third of total global SOC storage.

These ecosystems have been experiencing significant

warming over the past few decades: winter and spring

temperatures in west-central and northwestern Can-

ada, and most of Siberia have increased by 2–3�C

over the latter half of the 20th century (Environment

Canada 1995), and these regions are expected to

experience further warming as anthropogenic climate

forcing continues. Recent projections by four general

circulation models (GCMs) predict winter and sum-

mer temperature rises of 6–10�C and 4–6�C, respec-

tively, under a doubled-CO2 climate (Stocks et al.

1998). Moreover, SOC decomposition rates may

change particularly rapidly in areas with high SOC

content, such as northern peatlands (Bellamy et al.

2005; Schulze and Freibauer 2005).

Despite the importance of SOC dynamics for

predicting future climate change, the response of

SOC decomposition to changes in temperature and

moisture at global scales remains poorly character-

ized. Observations of the relationship between tem-

perature and SOC decomposition rates come from

either restricted regions or relatively short-term lab-

oratory incubations (e.g., Winkler et al. 1996; Nik-

linska et al. 1999) that are highly variable (Holland

et al. 2000). As a result, there is significant variation

in decomposition parameters used in terrestrial

ecosystem models. For example, in the Century

decomposition formulation (Parton et al. 1987, 1988,

1993; Schimel et al. 1994, 1996) that is the basis for a

number of soil decomposition models, including

those in the CASA (Potter et al. 1993), MC1 (Bach-

elet et al. 2001), and ED (Moorcroft et al. 2001)

models, the Q10 for SOC decomposition in the bio-

logically relevant range of 0–30�C, is 2.49 (Fig. 1a),

while the decomposition of the Triffid ecosystem

model used by HadCM3LC general circulation model

(Cox et al. 2000; Cox 2001; Jones et al. 2003) has a

Q10 of 2.0. Under these assumptions, future temper-

ature rise markedly intensifies microbial activity and

resulting decomposition rates, and the positive feed-

back onto the temperature rise is strong. For example,

using the Century formulation in CASA, Potter and

Klooster (1997) found that a globally uniform in-

crease in surface air temperature of 1�C would cause

net loss of 5% of SOC pool, and Cox et al. (2000)

predicted the warming from 2,000 to 2,100 will result

on 14% loss of SOC. Because these simulations use

relationships of temperature and SOC decomposition

derived from small-scale studies, this temperature

dependency may not hold at larger spatial and longer

temporal scales (Giardina and Ryan 2000; Valentini

et al. 2000)

The effects of moisture availability also vary sig-

nificantly: in the original Century formulation (Parton

et al. 1987), soil decomposition is fastest when pre-

cipitation equals potential evapotranspiration

(Fig. 1b), while in Triffid (Cox 2001) soil moisture is

assumed optimum when the degree of saturation is

mid-way between the permanent wilting point and

complete saturation. Interpretation of moisture

dependence at global scales can be very different

from local experimental studies because geomor-

phological heterogeneity that strongly affects water

availability is implicitly included in the large grid

cells of global-scale models.

In this study, we estimate the global-scale tem-

perature and moisture dependencies of SOC decom-

position by fitting the predictions of a simple,

mechanistic decomposition model, implemented

within a series of grid cells covering the terrestrial

land surface, to the observed global-scale spatial

distribution of SOC. The decomposition model is

forced by litter inputs calculated from a simple

empirical model of net primary productivity, with

the partitioning among the quickly decomposing
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metabolic SOC pool, slowly decomposing structural

SOC pool, and recalcitrant slow/passive SOC pool

varying as a function of vegetation type and land-use

class within each grid cell. The temperature and

moisture dependencies of decomposition are then

estimated by temperature and moisture parameters of

the decomposition model to optimize the match

between the model’s predictions of SOC density for

each grid cell and a global dataset of SOC measure-

ments. With this inverse analysis, calibrated decom-

position parameters are presented, and implications

for global-scale modeling are made.

Model

The decomposition model is a simple Century-based

mechanistic decomposition model used by Moorcroft

et al. (2001), based on analyses of Parton et al. (1987,

1988, 1993), Potter et al. (1993), Schimel et al. (1994,

1996) and Bolker et al. (1998), and consists of: (1) a

metabolic pool of quickly decomposing labile plant

materials such as foliage and fine roots, (2) a structural

pool of woody plant parts and other slowly decom-

posing plant materials, and (3) a slow/passive pool of

chemically recalcitrant materials derived from trans-

formed structural soil pool (Fig. 2). SOC in each

compartment decays exponentially, with the turnover

rates of the three pools under optimal environmental

conditions being 11.0, 4.5, and 0.104 y�1, respec-

tively. These intrinsic decomposition rates of the

pools are modified by the soil temperature and mois-

ture conditions within each grid cell. As in many

terrestrial ecosystem models (e.g.,Cox 2001; Moor-

croft et al. 2001; Jones et al. 2005), the effects of soil

texture on SOC decomposition are not represented.
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Fig. 1 Assumed

temperature and moisture

dependencies of SOC

decomposition in Century

model (Parton et al. 1987).

(a) Temperature

dependency. (b) Moisture

dependency. The relative

decomposition rate is a

function of the ratio

between precipitation

(PPT) and potential

evapotranspiration (PET)
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Partitioning of litter to each pool is determined by

chemical properties of the material, specifically the

lignin-to-nitrogen ratio (LN) and carbon-to-nitrogen

ratio (CN). Mathematically, the model’s dynamics are

expressed by the following equations:

Ctotal ¼ Cmet þ Cstr þ Cslow ð1Þ

Ctotal is the total SOC in the grid cell and Cmet, Cstr,

and Cslow are SOC densities in metabolic, structural,

and slow/passive pools, respectively. The rates of

change of SOC in each pool are given by:

dCmet

dt
¼ NPPFmet � AkmetCmet ð2Þ

dCstr

dt
¼ NPPð1� FmetÞ � AkstrCstr ð3Þ

dCslow

dt
¼ 0:7AkstrCstr � AkslowCslow ð4Þ

NPP is total net primary productivity of the grid cell.

Fmet is a fraction by which NPP goes into metabolic

pool. NPP and Fmet are described in detail below. The

function A modifies the intrinsic decomposition rate

for each SOC pool based on the temperature and

moisture conditions within the grid cell. Consistent

with the analysis of Bolker et al. (1998), there is no

transfer of material between the metabolic and slow/

passive SOC pools. The amount of SOC in each pool

is assumed to reach an equilibrium with constant

input and output rates, and we solve the differential

equations (2–4) for an equilibrium.

Effects of temperature and moisture

In the Century model the effects of temperature and

moisture are multiplicative, i.e.,

A ¼ Td Md ð5Þ

where Td and Md are functions describing the effects

of temperature and moisture on decomposition rate.

As in the original Century formulation (Parton et al.

1987), all pools exhibit the same environmental

dependencies and effects of temperature and moisture

are independent. The effect of temperature, Td, is a

dimensionless number between 0 and 1 and calcu-

lated according to the following functional form of

Parton et al. (1987):

Td ¼ t2t ^1 tda ð6Þ

where

t1 ¼
Tmax � Tm

Tmax � Topt

ð7Þ

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of decomposition model,

modified from Parton et al. (1987), according to Bolker et al.

(1998). NPP is assumed to be equal to the litter input for a

long-term, steady state condition. Litter input to soil is divided

to metabolic and structural SOC fractions according to CASA

(Potter et al. 1993) parameters for each biome. Seventy percent

of Structural SOC pool is gradually transformed into Slow/

passive SOC pool. Each pool has a unique rate of decompo-

sition
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and

t2 ¼ exp
tda

tdb

ð1� t ^1 tdaÞ
� �

ð8Þ

Tm is mean monthly temperature from the dataset,

Tmax is the temperature at which decomposition stops

because it is too high for biological activity, Topt is

the optimal temperature for decomposition (i.e., Td=1

when Tm=Topt). For this study, Tmax and Topt are set to

45 and 35�C, respectively, identical to the original

Century formulation. The parameters tda and tdb are

the model parameters optimized later in this study.

The Td function with original Century tda and tdb

values (tda=0.2 and tdb=2.63) is plotted in Fig. 1a.

Md is also calculated according to Parton et al.

(1987):

Md� ¼ 1

1þmda exp �mdb
PPT
PET

� � ðPPT � PETÞ ð9Þ

Md� ¼ 1

1þmda exp �mdb
PPT
PET

� �

� 0:375
PPT

PET
� 1

� �
ðPPT[PPTÞ

ð10Þ

Md ¼
Md�ðPPT

PET
jmda;mdbÞ

Md�ðPPT
PET
¼ 1jmda;mdbÞ

ð11Þ

where PPT is monthly precipitation (mm) from the

dataset, and PET is possible evapotranspiration (mm)

calculated according to Malmstrom (1969). When

PPT=PET, moisture conditions are considered opti-

mal and Md is 1. If PPT<PET, the environment is dry

and decomposition is moisture limited, and when

PPT>PET, the decomposition rate declines linearly

with increasing precipitation, reaching a minimum

when PPT/PET ratio is 3.67 for the original Century

values of mda and mdb (Fig. 1b). Whereas Td=1

when Tm=Topt regardless of the values of tda and tdb,

Md* will not be 1 at the optimal wetness when mda

and mdb are changed from their original values. To

make Md=1 when moisture condition is optimum, the

Md* curve is rescaled by dividing Md* by the highest

value of Md* calculated using the original Century

equation (Eq. 11). Consistent with Clymo’s (1984)

estimate that decomposition rates under an anaerobic

condition are three orders of magnitude smaller than

that under an aerobic condition, we assume that the

minimum values of Td and Md are 0.001.

Litter inputs

The carbon decomposition model is forced with litter

inputs calculated from a simple terrestrial produc-

tivity model. NPP within each climatological grid cell

is estimated by using a modified version of Miami

model (Friedlingstein et al. 1992; Yang et al. 2002),

which predicts total NPP globally from precipitation

and mean annual ‘‘biotemperature’’ (only monthly

temperatures in 0–30�C range are accounted for mean

annual biotemperature), instead of simple mean

temperature used by the original Miami model (Lieth

1975). Estimates by this simple NPP model are rea-

sonable for major biomes (Dai and Fung 1993), and

we assume that this model is satisfactory to reproduce

fundamental environmental dependencies of NPP.

The NPP for each grid cell is calculated using the

1961–1990 0.5� resolution global monthly tempera-

ture and precipitation of New et al. (2000), and the

estimation of global total NPP is 63.2 PgC/year,

which is within the range of NPP estimates produced

by 17 global models (44.4–66.3 PgC/year) described

in an intercomparison study (Cramer et al. 1999).

Since our SOC decomposition model is not vertically

stratified, we do not distinguish above- and below-

ground NPP.

Litter inputs are then calculated by partitioning the

NPP between woody and non-woody material, the

partitioning depending on the Carbon to Nitrogen

ratios (CN) and Lignin Fraction (LF) of the ecosys-

tem, which varies as a function of the vegetation type

and land-use fraction within each grid cell (Table 1).

The density of organic nitrogen produced in a year is

NPP divided by CN, and that of lignin is NPP mul-

tiplied by LF. The metabolic fraction of NPP is

determined by 0.85–0.018Æ(lignin density)/(nitrogen

density) (Parton et al. 1987). The calculated meta-

bolic fractions for different ecosystem types are given

in Table 1. The vegetation type within each 0.5·0.5�
grid cell is specified using the IBIS vegetation cover

(Foley et al. 1996), and the fraction of agricultural

land for each grid cell is specified from the 0.5·0.5�
global dataset of Ramankutty and Foley (1998). The

CN and LF of litter for each vegetation type

(including cropland) are then specified using the

Biogeochemistry (2006) 80:217–231 221
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estimates of Potter et al. (1993). The CN and LF

values for each grid cell are calculated as a weighted

sum of potential vegetation value and crop value

within the grid cell, i.e.:

CN ¼ CNpotð1� FcropÞ þ CNcropFcrop ð12Þ

LF ¼ LFpotð1� FcropÞ þ LFcropFcrop ð13Þ

where CNpot is the CN for potential vegetation,

CNcrop is the CN for cropland, Fcrop is the fraction of

cropland in a grid cell, LFpot is the LF for potential

vegetation, and LFcrop is the LF for cropland.

Analysis

We begin by evaluating the ability of the mechanistic

decomposition model run with original Century

parameter values for the temperature and moisture

functions (Orig) to reproduce the global distribution

of SOC, comparing the model’s predictions of the

equilibrium amounts of SOC in each grid cell calcu-

lated using Eqs. 2–4, to the 0.5� observed soil carbon

density dataset (Global Soil Data Task 2000) shown in

Fig. 3a. We use SOC density (kg m�2) for top 1 m of

soil as the observed value of SOC. Note that while the

Century formulation is designed to simulate SOC in

the top 20 cm of soil, here we assume that, consistent

with the analyses of Fang et al. (2005) and Burke

et al. (2003), the same Td and Md relationship holds

to 1 m in depth. A series of four optimizations is then

performed: in the first (Tdfit), the temperature

parameters (tda and tdb) are optimized while the

moisture parameters are kept at their original Century

values; in the second (Mdfit), the moisture parameters

(mda and mdb) are optimized while the temperature

parameters are kept at their original Century values; in

the third (TdMdfit), both the temperature and moisture

parameters are optimized simultaneously; in the last

(TdMdfit-chem), the optimization is identical to

TdMdfit except that TdMdfit-chem uses modified

litter quality for boreal forests.

The models are fitted to the SOC observations

using maximum likelihood (Edwards 1992). Analysis

of the residuals indicates that the distribution of

observations around the model predictions is highly

non-normal, so the likelihood is calculated assuming

a gamma distribution of error that captures the

distribution of observation outliers around the model

predictions (e.g., see Fig. 5d). Thus, the likelihood

for each grid cell is calculated as:

Lðx; yÞ ¼ Da�1

baCðaÞ exp �D
b

� �
ð14Þ

where (x, y) is the latitude and longitude of the

grid cell, a and b are parameters for gamma error

distribution, and D is the deviation of predicted total

SOC from observed SOC density for the grid cell

(|Ctotal
predicted�Ctotal

observed|). This yields the following log-

likelihood function:

Table 1 Vegetation

classification used in IBIS

(Foley et al. 1996) and

chemical characteristics of

each biome derived from

CASA (Potter et al. 1993)

a Modified later in trial

TdMdfit-chem
b Unused

Vegetation class C:N ratio

(CN)

Lignin

fraction (LF)

Metabolic

fraction

1. Tropical evergreen forest 40 0.2 0.71

2. Tropical deciduous forest 50 0.2 0.67

3. Temperate broadleaf evergreen forest 40 0.2 0.71

4. Temperate needleleaf evergreen forest 80 0.25 0.49

5. Temperate deciduous forest 50 0.2 0.67

6. Boreal evergreen forest 80 0.25a 0.49

7. Boreal deciduous forest 50 0.2a 0.67

8. Evergreen/deciduous mixed forest 65 0.22 0.59

9. Savanna 50 0.15 0.72

10. Grassland/steppe 50 0.1 0.76

11. Dense shrubland 65 0.2 0.62

12. Open shrubland 65 0.2 0.62

13. Tundra 50 0.15 0.72

14. Desert 65 0.2 0.62

15. Cropland 40 0.1 0.78

16. Polar/rock/iceb 100 1.0 –
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lðx; yÞ ¼ �a ln b� ln½CðaÞ� þ ða� 1Þ ln D� D
b
ð15Þ

Since the area of the grid cells varies, the likelihood

value for each grid cell is scaled by a homolographic

(true-area) projection scheme, and summed to give

the total likelihood for the all terrestrial grid cells:

l ¼
X360

x¼1

X720

y¼1

lðx; yÞhðxÞ ð16Þ

where

hðxÞ ¼ cos 89:75� lat

2

� �
ð17Þ
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Fig. 3 (a) Observed global SOC density [kgC m�2] from

Global Soil Data Task (2000). (b) Orig: simulated global SOC

density with original Century parameters. (c) Tdfit: simulated

global SOC density with fitted temperature dependency. (d)

Mdfit: simulated global SOC density with fitted moisture

dependency. (e) Tdmdfit: simulated global SOC density with

fitted temperature and moisture dependencies. (f) Tdmdfit-

chem: simulated global SOC density with fitted temperature

and moisture dependencies with altered litter chemistry in

lowland boreal region
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and lat is the absolute value of the latitude of the

center of the grid cell. Bodies of water, extreme de-

serts, ice sheets and highly mountainous areas (stan-

dard deviation of elevation >1,500 m) are excluded.

The likelihood function is then maximized using an

iterative maximization algorithm (Metropolis et al.

1953), and the goodness of fit measured by changes

in twice the log-likelihood score that asymptotically

follows an v2 distribution with degrees of freedom

equal to the change in the value of model parameters

(Edwards 1992).

Results

Original century parameterization (Orig)

Figure 4a shows the difference between the observed

SOC (Fig. 3a) and the SOC prediction by the original

Century formulation (Fig. 3b). The original Century

parameters give rise to a latitudinal gradient in SOC

qualitatively consistent with the observed global

distribution of SOC, with large amounts of SOC in

high latitudes and low amounts in tropical and tem-

perate zones. However, the global latitudinal gradient

is considerably stronger than observed, due to large

over-estimation in many northern high latitude

regions, including the Labrador Peninsula, the Pacific

Northwest, Norway, Eastern coastal Siberia (Fig. 4a).

Moreover, in boreal North America, the highest SOC

density in the simulation occurs in the east and west

of the continent, whereas the observations indicate

that SOC values are highest in central boreal North

America. At lower latitudes, under-estimation pre-

vails: predictions for tropical areas such as Amazon,

Central Africa, and South East Asia are generally

lower than the observed values have less than 5 kg/

m2 SOC, compared to the more than 10 kg/m2 in the

observations. SOC in the Prairie grasslands of North

America and Pampas of South America are also un-

der-estimated.

Modified temperature dependency (Tdfit)

Optimization of the temperature dependency (Td)

parameters (Eqs. 6–8) yields a significant improve-

ment in the spatial distribution of SOC (Figs. 3c and

4b; Dl=9,900, P<0.001, Table 2). Compared to Orig,

the standard error of the Tdfit model is 25.3% lower.

In particular, the predictions for boreal and tundra

regions are now closer to the observations, with the

strong over-estimation of SOC in cold regions having

reduced. However, this optimization still overesti-

mates the SOC amount in the Labrador Peninsula and

the Pacific Northwest of North America and eastern

Siberia, and the under-estimation of tropical and

temperate SOC accumulation are virtually unchanged

from Orig.

Modified moisture dependency (Mdfit)

Modification of moisture dependency (Md) parame-

ters (Eqs. 9 and 10) significantly improves the mod-

el’s goodness of fit (Dl=2,050, P<0.001, Table 2).

However, the resulting difference map (Figs. 3d and

4c) is similar to that obtained with Orig (Figs. 3b and

4a), and the standard error of the Mdfit model is only

0.04% lower, indicating that altering the moisture

dependency parameters does not largely improve the

model’s predictive ability compared to Orig. High

SOC densities are still predicted for higher latitudinal

zones, and tropical and temperate SOC densities

remain too low.

Modified temperature and moisture dependencies

(TdMdfit)

Modifying both Md and Td yields a large improve-

ment in the model’s goodness of fit (Dl=22,000,

P<0.001, Table 2), reducing the standard error of the

TdMdfit model by 41.7% compared to Orig. Three

factors contribute to the improved goodness-of fit

(Figs. 3e and 4d). First, the over-estimation of SOC

in the Labrador Peninsula, the northern Pacific

coastal forests of North America, and the Tibetan

Plateau is extensively reduced. Second, there is a

significant increase in SOC in continental boreal

regions, which is more consistent with the observa-

tions. Third, the under-estimation of SOC in lower

latitudinal regions such as tropics (e.g., Amazon,

Central Africa, and Southeastern Asia) and

grasslands (e.g., Prairie and Pampas) is reduced. In

addition, several localized patterns of SOC

accumulation in temperate and tropical regions, such

as those in southern Chile and Myanmar, are now

reproduced.
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Modified temperature and moisture dependencies

with boreal litter chemistry (TdMdfit-chem)

While the amount of SOC in boreal regions predicted

by the TdMdfit is closer to the observed values than

either Orig, Tdfit, or Mdfit, the model still under-

estimates the amount of boreal SOC. For example, a

band of high SOC accumulation in Canadian boreal

region (Fig. 3a) is not fully reproduced by TdMdfit

(Fig. 3e). A plausible explanation for this is the

particular chemical characteristics of litter in boreal

forests: boreal coniferous forests have a significantly

different litter quality compared to temperate conif-

erous forests due to the understory dominance by
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Fig. 4 Prediction difference [kgC m�2] from observation

(Global Soil Data Task 2000). Areas of over-estimation are

presented in shades of red, and areas of under-estimation are in

shades of blue. (a) Orig: Original Century parameters. (b) Tdfit:

optimized temperature dependency. (c) Mdfit: optimized

moisture dependency. (d) TdMdfit: optimized temperature and

moisture dependencies. (e) TdMdfit-chem: optimized tempera-

ture and moisture dependencies with altered litter chemistry in

lowland boreal region
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bryophytes such as Sphagnum whose decomposition

rate is only 1–10% that of vascular plants (Bonan and

Shugart 1989). The primary reason for recalcitrance

appears to be their high concentrations of lignin-like

compounds. For example, Scheffer et al. (2001)

estimated that the fraction of lignin-like organic

materials in Sphagnum mosses is 43% of total SOC.

However, the chemical properties for boreal biomes

in the dataset used in the three earlier model fits do

not account for these boreal vegetation characteristics

and uses a Lignin Fraction (LF) identical to that of

the temperate biomes (Potter et al. 1993).

To account for this, we re-fit the model changing

LF of the lowland boreal forests (standard deviation

of elevation <200 m) to 0.43 to account for the fact

that bryophytes tend to dominate in relatively wet

boreal sites. The resulting prediction of SOC distri-

bution (Figs. 3f and 4e) has the largest improvement

among the models Dl=23,000, P<0.001, Table 2).

The standard error of the TdMdfit-chem model is

42.6% lower than that of Orig. SOC accumulation in

central Canada and northern Eurasia is now more

pronounced, and the change in boreal litter chemistry

in TdMdfit-chem does not alter SOC estimations in

biomes other than boreal forests. Simulated SOC

densities in tundra, temperate, and tropical regions

are generally consistent with the observed data,

similar to TdMdfit. Over-estimation of SOC in the

Labrador Peninsula and in the northern Pacific coastal

forests of North America is still apparent, however.

Overall, TdMdfit-chem yields reasonable predic-

tions for the majority of global land surface. Based on

the comparison plots (Fig. 5) the recalibrated model

predicts SOC density well up to 20 kgC m�2

(Fig. 5c), which, as shown in Fig. 5b, covers 84% of

the observations. However, above 20 kgC m�2, the

model continues to perform inadequately, consis-

tently under-estimating the amount of SOC. As seen

in the observed SOC distribution (Fig. 3a), high

values of SOC are concentrated in boreal regions

indicating that the model still underperforms in these

areas. The residuals of the Orig that are shown in

Fig. 5d indicate that the gamma probability density

function captures the occasional large outliers that

occur in the observations.

Discussion

Our analysis of global SOC density using a simplified

mechanistic decomposition model implies that the

global-scale environmental dependencies of SOC

decomposition are significantly different from current

representations within terrestrial ecosystem models.

In particular, the temperature dependencies of het-

erotrophic respiration are weaker than the current

values, which reflect values obtained in short-term,

small-scale laboratory and field studies. Our findings

therefore imply that acceleration in decomposition

rates that occurs with increasing temperature will be

likely less significant (Giardina and Ryan 2000) than

previous predictions of terrestrial ecosystem models.

The Td curves used in Orig (original Century

parameters), TdMdfit, and TdMdfit-chem simulations

are plotted in Fig. 6a. Q10 values of temperature

sensitivity for the range of 0–30�C is 1.37 compared

to 2.49 for Orig and 2.08 for Tdfit. The steep

temperature dependency of the original Century

parameters causes SOC over-estimation in tundra and

other cold regions where soil temperatures remain

low throughout the year, in spite of low NPP,

implying that the predicted decomposition rates of

the original Century formulation in cold regions are

too slow.

Table 2 Comparison of model trials. Orig: original Century

parameters (without parameter fitting). Tdfit: with parameter

fitting of temperature dependence (Td). Mdfit: with parameter

fitting of moisture dependence (Md). TdMdfit: with parameter

fitting of temperature and moisture dependence (Td and Md).

TdMdfit-chem: with parameter fitting of temperature and

moisture dependence (Td and Md) with alternative boreal

C:N ratio and lignin fraction. Dl is the change in log likelihood

from Orig, which has l=�139,755

Trials Dl (P-value) tda tdb mda mdb

Orig 0 (�) 0.200 2.63 30.0 8.50

Tdfit 9,900 (<0.01) 0.302 1.93 30.0 8.50

Mdfit 2,050 (<0.01) 0.200 2.63 10.6 4.73

TdMdfit 22,000 (<0.01) 0.238 1.71 10.1 2.04

TdMdfit-chem 23,000 (<0.01) 0.101 2.34 10.2 1.97
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This is perhaps not surprising since the original

Century was developed for temperate climates (Par-

ton et al. 1987), while tundra and other cold areas

tend to fall at the lower end of the temperature

dependency curve. In addition, the Q10 concept that

underpins the original Century formulation assumes

conditions of excess substrate and stable enzyme

quantity and quality – conditions that are almost

certainly not met when considering global-scale

variation in decomposition rates. Both substrates and

enzymes (microbes) are highly heterogeneous in

terms of temporary and spatially, and decomposition

rate may not respond to temperature as described by

small-scale studies. In particular, recent studies sug-

gest that acclimatory decreases in the temperature

sensitivity of soil respiration occur (Luo et al. 2001;

Melillo et al. 2002). In addition, changes in the

microbial composition of decomposer community

may reduce the latitudinal variability of SOC

decomposition (Valentini et al. 2000).

The parameter fitting also indicates a different

optimal moisture condition for SOC decomposition

than the original Century parameterization (Parton

et al. 1987, Fig. 6b). The optimal moisture condition

in TdMdfit-chem occurs at PPT/PET=1.70, a sub-

stantially wetter condition than the original Century

model in which decomposition is maximal when

PPT/PET=1.0. To verify whether the optimum PPT/

PET„1.0 is significant, a TdMdfit-chem fit is per-

formed with a prescribed optimum PPT/PET of 1.0.

The change in log-likelihood for this simulation

(Dl=8,960) is significantly smaller than that of a

TdMdfit-chem simulation with a flexible optimum

PPT/PET, and we can conclude that optimum mois-

ture condition for SOC decomposition in this study is

much higher than previously thought. One explana-

tion for this may be the absence of an explicit con-

sideration of runoff. A simple description of

terrestrial water budget under equilibrium condition
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Fig. 5 Comparison between simulation (TdMdfit-chem) and

observed data (Global Soil Data Task 2000). (a) Simulated

values are binned and averaged for observational data with
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is PPT=AET+R (Dingman 2002) where PPT is pre-

cipitation, AET is actual evapotranspiration, and R is

runoff. Under high moisture conditions, AET�PET,

and in the absence of runoff, PPT/PET>1 implies

saturated soil conditions and thus low rates of

decomposition. However, the occurrence of runoff

will mean that in reality the onset of saturated con-

ditions and the resulting slowing down of decompo-

sition will only arise at PPT/PET ratios considerably

higher than 1. Further exploration of this issue

requires moving beyond the simple formulation

analyzed here, to newer formulations such as the

latest version of the Century model that explicitly

incorporates the effects of runoff (Metherell et al.

1993).

To assess the implications of these altered tem-

perature and moisture dependencies for atmospheric

CO2 concentrations, we simulated a uniform global

climate warming of 1�C in the TdMdfit-chem model,

and found that the temperature rise caused a loss of

2.8% of the global SOC. With a model with an

equilibrium assumption, Potter and Klooster (1997)

found that the uniform global warming of 1�C caused

a loss of 5% of the global SOC. Our prediction of the

enhancement of SOC loss due to the temperature rise

is thus significantly smaller than that by Potter and

Klooster (1997), reflecting the modified temperature

dependency. Note that these are predictions for equi-

librium soil conditions, which may take additional

decades after changes in temperature. Under a tem-
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perature rise of 2.6�C, the anticipated temperature rise

in this century (IPCC 2001), TdMdfit-chem depen-

dency parameters predicts 5.4% SOC loss. In a sim-

ilar manner, changing the Q10 from 2.0 to 1.37 would

lead to a significant reduction in the SOC feedbacks in

the coupled model simulations of Cox et al. (2000).

The mean ages of decomposing CO2 fluxes im-

plied by the model fits compare reasonably with the

observed values: the simulated mean ages of

decomposing CO2 fluxes from tropical, temperate,

and boreal forests are 9.4, 17.6, and 43.9 years,

respectively. While estimated ages of decomposing

SOC by Trumbore (2000) are lower than our model

predictions (3, 8, and 30 years for tropical, temperate,

and boreal forests), this likely is due to the difference

in the depth of SOC: Trumbore only considered SOC

to a depth of 40 cm, here we model SOC to a depth of

100 cm. However, further validation with the global

empirical model of soil respiration, including root

respiration as well as heterotrophic respiration, such

as Raich et al. (2002) would be beneficial.

An important assumption in this analysis is that the

global environmental dependencies of decomposition

estimated from spatial variations in temperature,

moisture, and SOC are good predictors of temporal

changes in decomposition expected from global cli-

mate change. The justification for this approach is the

ubiquitous dispersal of microbial species in soil

communities (Finlay 2002). Since the abundance of

microbial species is not restricted by geographical

barriers, appropriate soil microbial communities for

decomposition will soon develop under the change in

climate. This view also supports long-term acclima-

tization of soil decomposition (Luo et al. 2001;

Melillo et al. 2002).

While the analysis performed here takes account

for the effects of land-use on SOC, it does not ac-

count for transient changes in SOC that can occur as a

result of land-use history. For example, a conversion

from pristine ecosystem to agricultural field may

cause gradual loss of SOC (Bellamy et al. 2005;

Schulze and Freibauer 2005), and thus SOC under

cultivation may not be in equilibrium. Large-scale

land-use change has occurred in areas such as Prairie

of North America, the black soil band of central

Europe and Russia, and Pampas of South America.

These areas that historically accumulated relatively

large amounts of SOC are now gradually losing SOC

due to land conversion (Gitz and Ciais 2004). Our

model may under-estimate the amount of SOC in

those areas because the model assumes an equilib-

rium SOC obtained under cultivation.

As in the original Century formulation, the model

analyzed here assumes that the environmental depen-

dencies of the decomposition rates of the metabolic,

structural, and slow/passive SOC pools are identical,

that SOC pools are not vertically stratified, and thus

that above- and below-ground litter inputs are not

distinguished. The shared environmental dependencies

of the different SOC pools are supported by results of

several studies that indicate that the different SOC

pools have similar temperature sensitivities (Burke

et al. 2003; Fang et al. 2005). However, results from

other studies suggest that the temperature sensitivity of

decomposition varies between different SOC pools

(Bellamy et al. 2005; Fierer et al. 2005; Knorr et al.

2005; Leifeld and Fuhrer 2005), and that the vertical

distribution of SOC can influence decomposition rates

(Jobbagy and Jackson 2000). Also, similar to many

global-scale models (e.g., Jones et al. 2005), the

decomposition model formulation does not vary be-

tween terrestrial biomes or with soil type. In natural

ecosystems, forest floor SOC and mineral soil SOC are

affected by distinct groups of macrofauna, humifica-

tion in organic soil is more pronounced than in mineral

soil (Clymo 1984), and clay contents of mineral soil

affect decomposition dynamics (Parton et al. 1987).

An interesting topic for future analyses would be to

compare the predictions of decomposition models that

incorporate these different sources of heterogeneity in

decomposition rates, including consideration of dif-

ferent environmental sensitivities for different SOC

pools. Finally, the fit of the model TdMdfit-chem

model would likely be further improved by utilizing

more detailed land-cover datasets such as the LUCIA

dataset (Kerr and Cihlar 2003) for the Canadian boreal

region that classifies boreal coniferous forests into four

categories.
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